Nocturnal evolution of respiratory effort in obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome: influence on arousal threshold.
It has been recently described that the overnight increase in maximal end-apnoeic oesophageal pressure (P(oes,max)), considered as an index of the arousal threshold to occlusion, mostly contributes to apnoea lengthening during the night. However, the rise in apnoea duration could also be caused by changes in hypoxaemia, chemosensitivity and upper airway resistance. To better define the relative contributions of each of these factors, we examined the recordings of nine patients. Before apnoea, the mean pulmonary resistance at peak inspiratory flow (RPIF) was computed. During apnoea, all swings in oesophageal pressure (P(oes)) were measured to define the P(oes,max), the increase from the minimum to the maximum (deltaP(oes)), the rate of increase in P(oes) (RP(oes)) and the P(oes) at the first occluded breath (P(oes,1)). A gradual and significant increase in apnoea duration (p=0.02), P(oes,max) (p=0.02) and deltaP(oes) (p=0.006) was present across the night without any changes in oxygen saturation, RPIF, and P(oes,1). The slope of increase in P(oes,max), apnoea duration and deltaP(oes) was correlated with the apnoea/hypopnoea index. We conclude that in obstructive sleep apnoea, the nocturnal rise in apnoea duration is attributable more to an increase in the arousal threshold related to apnoea recurrence than to changes in chemosensitivity and upper airway resistance.